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Abstract 
Analysis of intersection delay is important for intersection signal timing. Based on the gap acceptance theory, the conflict 
point delay of left-turning vehicles crossing opposing flow in mixed traffic at two phases signal control intersections is set up 
with probability theory. Observed values of conflict point delay of left-turning vehicles are compared with the calculated 
values from the model by choosing some certain intersections in Nanjing. Relationships among conflict point delay of left-
turning vehicles, volume of opposing flow and composition of left-turning vehicles has been analyzed. The result shows that 
the model accords with the actual traffic flow condition at a two phases signal control intersection. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
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1. Introduction 
According to the implementation regulations of the Road Traffic Safety Law of the People's Republic of China, 
left-turning movement is permitted when straight-through movement is not influenced at two phases signal 
control intersections. left-turning movement is prohibited when the signal turns yellow, however, those vehicles 
which have passed stop lines can continue to move. To conclude, left-turning movement can be finished only 
under three situations at two phases signal control intersections. 
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Utilize beginning green time. Left-turning vehicles can cross conflict points before opposing flow when those
left-turning vehicles are nearer to the conflict points compared to the opposing ones, which guarantee the
safety of left-turning movement.
Utilize accepted gap in opposing traffic stream. Left-turning vehicles cross conflict points by selecting an 
accepted gap in the opposing traffic stream when opposite traffic volume is not large. The number of left-
turning vehicles depends on the number of accepted gaps.
Utilize green intervals including yellow change intervals and all red clearance intervals. Left-turning vehicles
in intersections may cross conflict points during green intervals when opposing flow has stopped.
Fig.1. shows the left-turning movement at intersections.
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Fig. 1. Left-turning movement at intersections
This paper discusses delay of left-turning vehicles with exclusive left-turn lanes instead of exclusive left-turn 
phases, which is called permitted left turns. The characteristics of left-turning vehicles under this situation are
discussed below. If left-turning vehicles reach conflict points earlier, one or two vehicles may get through
successively. When opposing flow arrives, these straight-through vehicles can cross conflict points in priority,
while left-turning vehicles must select appropriate gaps in opposing flow to cross conflict points. If the selected
gap is less than critical gap, left-turning vehicles must stop to wait. When the selected gap is larger than the sum 
of critical gap and the follow up time, the following vehicle can cross conflict points successively as well.
Highway Capacity Manual 2010 has discussed permitted left turns. However, delay model of left-turning 
vehicles has not been presented specially. The method has obvious limitations which convert left-turning vehicles 
to straight-through vehicles in permitted left turn. Calculated delay by this method is different from actual
observed values obviously. Therefore, based on accepted gap theory, this paper studies mixed flow composed of 
left-turning vehicles and straight-through ones to establish conflict point delay model of left-turning vehicles.
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2. Methodology 
2.1. Assumption  
Target intersection has only one exclusive left turn lanes and two phases signal control.  
The movement of traffic flow follows current traffic regulation in China. Straight-through movement and left-
turning movement are permitted during green signal time if opposing flow is not influenced by left-turning 
vehicles. 
Traffic flow is not saturated. 
Width of lanes and longitudinal slope will not be considered. 
The rate of opposing flow is VP (pcu/s). The headway is M3 distributed with the ratio of free moving vehicles 
being  and the minimum headway between vehicles in traffic platoon being t0. The probability function is shown 
below. 
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The number of vehicles can be accommodated in exclusive left-turning lane is n. These vehicles are divided 
into cars and buses with the ratio being p1:p2.(p1+p2=1) The same type vehicles have the same follow up time and 
their movement follows accepted gap theory. Different type vehicles have different critical gap and follow up 
time. Assume the critical gap of vehicle k is tck.(k=1,2,tck1<tck2) the follow up time of vehicle k is tfk. 
(k=1,2,tfk1<tfk2)  the event of different type vehicles arriving is independent. 
2.2. Conflict point delay model 
According to gap acceptance theory, when tck<h< tck +tf1(k=1,2), a left-turning vehicles k is permitted to cross 
conflict point . When tck+tfj<h< tck+tfj+tf1,a left-turning vehicles k followed by a vehicle j(j=1,2) are permitted to 
cross conflict point. When tck+n1tf1+n2tf2<h< tck+(n1+1)tf1+n2tf2, a left-turning vehicles k followed by n1 cars and 
n2 buses are permitted to cross conflict point. The probability of the headway between vehicles in opposing flow 
which can guarantee the left-turning movements of a vehicle k followed by n-1 vehicles composed of n1 cars and 
n2 buses (n1 + n2 =n-1, k=1,2)is 
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The probability of vehicle k being the head of a platoon is pk (k=1,2) because the following n-1 vehicles are 
binomial distributed, the probability of the n-1 vehicles composed of n1 cars and n2 buses (n1 + n2 =n-1) is 
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Therefore, the probability of a vehicle k followed by n1 cars and n2 buses (n1 + n2 =n-1) in a platoon is 
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So the probability of a single gap in opposing flow which can guarantee the left-turning movements of a 
vehicle k followed by n1 cars and n2 buses (n1 + n2 =n-1, k=1,2)is 
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Therefore, the probability of a single gap in opposing flow which can guarantee n left-turning vehicles cross 
conflict point is 
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When the number of left-turning vehicles in platoon is n, the mathematical expectation of left-turning vehicles 
crossing conflict point through a single gap in opposing flow is 
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Because the opposing flow has VP gaps in unit time, the actual capacity of left-turning flow in unit time is 
 
pQ v q  (9) 
The number of waiting vehicles in unit time (1 second) is n-Q so the conflict point delay of left-turning 
vehicles in unit time is 
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3. Case Study 
Jin Xiang He Road and Xue Fu Road intersection was chosen as study case in this paper. 71 groups of conflict 
point delay of left-turning vehicles were observed during three different time periods. Table 1 shows the 
comparison between calculated values and observed ones. The error is less than 10%, which corresponds to the 
reality well. 
Table 1. Delay comparison between calculated delay and observed ones 
Time period Observed delay (s) Calculated delay (s) Error(%) 
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( simulated value-calculated value / Simulated delay) 
7:00-9:00 15.7 14.2 9.55 
11:00-13:00 13.9 13.3 4.32 
16:00-18:00 17.2 15.5 9.88 
However, volume of opposing flow, volume of left-turning vehicles and composition of left-turning vehicles 
always change during observation, influence caused by single factor can not be determined. VISSIM has been 
adopted to analyze relationship among conflict point delay of left-turning vehicles, volume of opposing flow and 
composition of left-turning vehicles in this part. 
Table 2. Delay comparison with the same composition of left-turning flow and different volume of opposing flow 
Volume of opposing flow (pcu/h) Simulated delay (s) Calculated delay (s) 
Error(%) 
 ( simulated value-
calculated value / 
Simulated delay) 
800 11.7 11.2 4.27 
900 12.7 12.1 3.94 
1000 13.6 12.8 5.88 
1100 14.1 13.4 4.96 
1200 14.5 13.8 4.83 
1300 14.8 14.0 5.41 
1400 15.0 14.2 5.33 
1500 15.2 14.3 5.92 
a Assume the ratio between cars and buses in left-turning flow is 5:1 
Table 2 displays relationship between conflict point delay of left-turning vehicles and volume of opposing 
flow. Error between calculated value and simulated value is about 5%. Moreover, conflict point delay of left-
turning vehicles increases with volume of opposing flow rising, which corresponds to reality. Density of 
opposing flow increases as volume rising, reducing the accepted gaps, which increases conflict point delay 
eventually. 
Table 3. Delay comparison with the same volume of opposing flow and different composition of left-turning flow 
Composition of left-turning 
vehicles (cars VS buses) 
Simulated delay (s) Calculated delay (s) 
Error(%) 
( simulated value-
calculated value / 
Simulated delay) 
10:1 13.9 12.8 7.91 
5:1 14.6 13.5 7.53 
3:1 15.3 14.1 7.84 
1:1 15.6 14.4 7.69 
a Assume volume of opposing flow is 1000pcu/h 
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Table 3 displays relationship between conflict point delay of left-turning vehicles and composition of left-
turning vehicles. Error between calculated value and simulated value is less than 10%. Moreover, conflict point 
delay of left-turning vehicles increases with proportion of buses rising, which corresponds to reality. Larger gaps 
are needed to guarantee left-turning movement as proportion of buses rising, reducing the crossing chance of left-
turning vehicles, which increases conflict point delay eventually. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, the conflict point delay of left-turning vehicles has been established. Delay can be calculated by 
relatively fewer data. Calculated value through the model and observed value have been compared, the model can 
accord with observed value well. Relationship among conflict point delay of left-turning vehicles, volume of 
opposing flow and composition of left-turning vehicles has been analyzed. The influence of bicycle and 
pedestrian have not been considered into the model, which lead to the calculated value tends to be less.  
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